An open set D of X is called a region of bounded holomorphy if there is an / e B(D) for which every boundary point of D is a boundary singularity in the sense that / has no bounded analytic continuation to any open neighborhood of any boundary point (see [5] ).
The following natural questions arise; if boundedly holomorphic convex domains are domains of bounded holomorphy, and vice versa. The answer for the first is affirmative. LEMMA 1. Let {oc n } be a sequence of complex numbers such that I a n I ^ l And let {f n } be a sequence of bounded complex functions on a set X such that X \f n (x) | converges uniformly on x. Then the infinite product converges uniformly on X. 441 
DONG S. KIM THEOREM 1. Let (X, A; a) be a Riemann domain. If it is boundedly holomorphic convex then it is a domain of bounded holomorphy*
Proof. Assume that X is connected. Write X = U~=i K n9 where K n c K n+1 and K n = {x e X; \f(x) | ^ 11 /11^ for all / e B{X)}. Let {x k } be a countable dense set in X, and let Δ k = Δ(x k9 d(x k )) 9 where d(x) = sup {r; Δ(x, r)}; Δ(x, r) is the neighborhood of x which is homeomorphic by a onto a polydisc with center a(x) and radius r in C n . Let {S n } be a sequence Δ u Δ u Δ 2 , 4, J 2 , 4, 4, J 2 , such that each A k occurs in {S n } infinitely many times. Take y n e S n -K n and choose a function g n eB (X) such that \\g n \\ x = 1 and \9n(Vn)\ > \\9n\\κ» By taking sufficiently high power of g n we can find Λ such that ||ΛHχ = l,IΛ(» β )|^l/9 > and ||/J|^ < lf(n-2 1 *), where l n^n and Z % e Z+. Also, by induction, we can arrange l n+1 > l n . Put Λ= (9/10)Λ (for simplicity use the same /»), then ||/J| 2 = 9/10, IΛWI ^ 1/10, and ||Λ ||^ < (9/10). (1/n 2' ). Put f n (y n ) = α. and consider Π~=i («• -Λ) 1 *. Since
converges uniformly on compact subsets of X to a holomorphic function/. And since \\a % -Λ|| x ^ 1,/e 5(Z). Furthermore, ||/»lk < α * for all % so that (cc n -/Jli^ is a unit of C(ίCi); the Banach algebra of continuous complex functions on K λ . Thus the uniform limit in C{K^) 9 is a unit of C{K^). Thus / Φ 0 in X.
Suppose for some yeX 9 rad (/, y) > d(y) + ε, where rad (/, y) is the radius of convergence of / at y. Since {x k } is a dense subset of X we can choose x k close enough to y such that rad (/, x k ) > d(x k ) + ε/3 and the power series / at x k converges in Δ(a(x k ) 9 d(x k ) + ε/3). Since every Δ k occurs in {S n } infinitely often Δ(x k9 d(x k )) contains infinitely many points y n9 and / has a zero of order n at y n . Choose
3«;» Hence the power series expansion / at s 0 is identically zero, so / = 0, which is a contradiction. Thus rad (/, y) -d(y) for all yeX. Since fe B(X), X is a domain of bounded holomorphy. Although the following propositions and their proofs are analogue to those for unbounded functions (see Katznelson [4] or Gunning and Rossi [3] ), they have their own right for bounded functions. Then (1) implies (2) and, in addition, if X is finitely sheeted (2) implies (3).
(1) (X, A; a) is a domain of bounded holomorphy, ) such that β μ = τ°/9, and α: v = 07, With respect to this quasi-order there is a maximal object which is unique within biholomorphic morphism. We call this object the ^-envelope of holomorphy of (X, A; a). If F = B(X) we call it the envelope of bounded holomorphy.
NOTE. The continuation of every function in B(X) to the envelope is still bounded. To see this, apply the same argument on the envelope as in Lemma 15 of Kim [5] . A Bishop's theorem for an analytic structure on the spectrum of the algebra A(X) carries in the following way over the bounded holomorphic functions. Although the proof is analogous to the case for unbounded functions we put it in detail. We are indebted for this proof to Quigley [7] .
Let (X, A) be a complex manifold and B -B(X) with the c.o. topology. The spectrum S B of B is the set of all nontrivial continuous complex homomorphisms of B onto C.
, n, where ex -(f l9 ,/ Λ ), and B is stable under differentiation. Then S B is the envelope of bounded holomorphy.
Proof. We observe that S B = S B in set-wise and also topologically. Put S = S B . Define a: S-C n by a(φ) = (^(Λ), , <P(fJ) for φeS, and p: X-* S by p(x) = π x , where π x (f) = f(x) for all fe B. We will show that there is an analytic structure A on S so that (p; S, Ά; a, B) is the envelope of bounded holomorphy for (X, A: a 9 B).
(i) We claim that for φ e S there is a compact set K c X such that \φ(g)\ £ \\g\\ κ for all geB.
If it is not true, let X = \Jn^K n , where K n are compact and K n dK n+1 , then we have g n eB such that \ψ(9n)\ = 1 and \\g n \\κ n < 2~\ Then Σg % converges to an element of By but since φ is continuous on B, φ(Σg n ) = Σφ(g n ). The latter series is not convergent, which is absurd. Thus there is a compact set K
(ii) Let P φ = {se C n ; \\s -ά(φ) |U < d(K φ )} and with ε, 0< ε < 
We topologize S as follows: LetQ 9 = {^> s ; s€ P 9 }, and Q^, s = {<^s: s e P^J. Take the family {Q^, ε ; 9> e S, 0 < ε d{K ψ )} to be a subbase then this family gives a topology j?~ on S. We show that ^~-topology on S is equivalent to the weak topology on $ induced by functions /, where/is the Gelfand transform of/. First, ^"-topology is finer than the weak topology: It suffices to show that all f in B are ^-continuous. For a given δ > 0 we must find ε > 0 such that ψ s e Qφ,ε ==* \f(Φ s ) ~ f(φ) I < δ, or equivalently such that or equivalently such that
in particular, h is continuous on P φ . Hence there exists ε > 0 such that s e P φ , ε => \ h(s) \ < δ which shows that fe B are ^"-continuous. Secondly, the weak topology is finer than ^-topology: It suffices to show that for φ s e Q φtt there is an open neighborhood of φ s (w.r.t. the weak topology) which is contained in Q 9lt . We first observe that \\a{h) -a(φ 8 we have (α | ^^(s) = φ s so that /o^lQ)"
(
v) (S, Ά; α, JB) is a ^-continuation of (X, A; a, B). Let TΓ^ be defined by f{π x ) = f(x) for xeXJeB.
Then ^GS and ίΓ^ = {x}. (1) is given and we have shown the commutativity of (2) . To show To show that (S o , Ά o ; ά 0 , B o ) is ^-continuation of (X^ A t ; a l9 βF or x x e X 1? let r(^) = φ e S Q . Let Q Ψ c S o . Take an α^-polydise T x of center ^ such that a 1 T 1 = P^.X^ia;!) = α,,© r(αθ = ^o(^) is the center). Then by (3) , rT x = Q^, ε and r|Γi is one-to-one since a x \T l9 oc\Q φtε are one-to-one. Thus r is a local homeomorphism. Now we know that /i°/S =/o = /o°ft, thus f 0°r oβ = / 0^0 =/ 0 =f x oβ. Hence/ O or =/ x on /9Xo c Xi. Since Xi is connected / 0 o r = /ί on X 1# We have shown that the following diagrams are commutative: (vii) Let E be the union of connected components S Q of S such that pXOSo^ 0. Then (ρ; E, Ά\E; ά\E, B\E) is the j?-envelope of holomorphy of (X, A; a, B) . Finally we show that E = S; assume φ e S -E. Choose K φ , K φ compact in X. Let B p{Kφ) be the uniform closure of B\p (K φ The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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